Dr. Rachel’s Recommended Puzzle Feeders:

**Beginner Cats**

- PetSafe Funkitty Egg-Cersizer Treat Dispenser Cat Toy
- PetSafe SlimCat Meal-Dispensing Cat Toy
- The Company of Animals CATCH Interactive Feeder, Purple

**Intermediate Cats**

- Nina Ottosson Petstages Buggin' Out Puzzle & Play Cat Toy
- TRIXIE Mad Scientist Turn Around Activity Strategy Game Cat Toy
- Catit Senses 2.0 Digger Interactive Cat Toy

**Expert Cats**

- Nina Ottosson Petstages® Rainy Day Puzzle & Play
- Cat Amazing Sliders Interactive Treat Maze & Puzzle Cat Toy
- TRIXIE Brain Mover Activity Strategy Game Cat Toy